Weather Condition: Overcast
Track Condition: Good

Stewards M. Fernholz, J. Evans, M. Herrmann.
Veterinary Surgeon Dr. B. Agnew
Late Scratchings Weblec Bow (R7) Weight Variation 10 Days

Race 1 G-SIX BGC INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SUPPLIES MAIDEN STAKE 388m TGM
-A swab sample was taken from the winner APHORISTIC.
-HURRICANE STORM was slow to begin. On the first turn REALLY GARY moved down checking CAWBOURNE BUDGIE. On the turn off the back straight NOT AGAIN MCBAIN checked around the heels of SO BRIGHT then moved out checking REALLY GARY causing both greyhounds to lose considerable ground.
-NOT AGAIN MCBAIN was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 14 days.

Race 2 G-SIX FOLLOW THE DOGSSA ON TWITTER MAIDEN STAKE 388m TGM
-A swab sample was taken from the winner SASSY BABY.
-On the first turn GO SNAZZY GIRL moved out as WINSOME FASHION moved down checking LYNDAWN’S ROSE. On the turn off the back straight GO SNAZZY GIRL moved out checking WINSOME FASHION then LOCK AND LOAD moved down checking NEW VARIETY, shortly after GO SNAZZY GIRL moved out checking LOCK AND LOAD. Approaching the turn into the home straight WINSOME FASHION turned its head outwards at GO SNAZZY GIRL causing WINSOME FASHION, GO SNAZZY GIRL and LOCK AND LOAD to race wide and was reported for failing to pursue. On the turn into the home straight WINSOME FASHION again turned its head outwards at GO SNAZZY GIRL then continued moving out checking GO SNAZZY GIRL.
-Stewards acting under GAR69(2)(a) suspended WINSOME FASHION for 28 days Angle Park only and until the completion as a satisfactory trial.
-Stewards questioned Trainer Ms. Sharyn Gray regarding the racing manners of GO SNAZZY GIRL turning off the back straight. Ms. Gray was advised the greyhound’s performance would be monitored during future events.

Race 3 G-SIX KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY MAIDEN STAKE 388m TGM
-A swab sample was taken from the winner SASSY BABY.
-STRAIGHT BLAZE was slow to begin. Entering the back straight KICK UP and MARRIED TWICE came together causing MARRIED TWICE to drop back into the running line of STRAIGHT BLAZE which ran onto the heels of and dragged down MARRIED TWICE as a result.
-MARRIED TWICE was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 4 G-SIX SKY RACING (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE 388m TGSE
-Shortly after the start QUICK BURN checked around the heels of JOE’S GOLD then moved out bumping RHYNSTONE BLAKE. Approaching the turn into the home straight HAYRIDE MCVEIGH contacted RIO GRANDE causing HAYRIDE MCVEIGH to stumble and drop back checking RHYNSTONE BLAKE.

Race 5 GIDDY-UP (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE 388m TGSE
-LORD ZANTI was slow to begin. Entering the back straight ASTON TALKS moved out taking PABLO’S PUP and CHRISTIE’S LAD wide. Approaching the turn into the home straight FOOTROT FERNANDO moved down checking SLIPPER’S KIN causing FOOTROT FERNANDO to be severely inconvenienced. Entering the home straight CHRISTIE’S LAD checked around the heels of FOOTROT FERNANDO.

Race 6 GRSA.COM.AU (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE 388m TGSE
-On the first turn CAWBOURNE BUSTER moved down checking FIRECRACKER MISS then EMERLEY PHANTOM and HOPE’S GIRL came together causing HOPE’S GIRL to lose ground. On the turn off the back straight GRIT BLASTER and CAWBOURNE BUSTER bumped. On the turn into the home straight CAWBOURNE BUSTER made contact with the running rail then moved out bumping BORN JIGGS. Along the home straight BORN JIGGS moved down checking GRIT BLASTER.
-CAWBOURNE BUSTER was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 7 SECURE RACING LOGISTICS (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE 388m TGSE
-Along the back straight GUSTNADO checked around the heels of MAGIC CHARIOT. On the turn off the back straight HE’S A BURNER moved down checking ELSIE’S CHOICE causing both greyhounds to lose ground. Entering the home straight DUCK YOUR HEAD ran wide.
### Race 8  @THEDOGSSA (5+ WINS N/P) STAKE  388m  SE

-Shortly after the start WESTGATE GIRL moved out checking COLLECTING. On the first turn WESTGATE GIRL moved out as ZOOMETRICAL moved down checking EMERLEY CIRCUIT. On the turn into the home straight ZOOMETRICAL moved down checking EMERLEY CIRCUIT. Along the home straight BURNING GLOW contacted the heels of COLLECTING.

### Race 9  G-SIX ACCELL THERAPY (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE  388m  TGSE

-Shortly after the start CAWBOURNE ROXY moved down checking UNRESTRICTED LAD. On the first turn CAWBOURNE ROXY and UNRESTRICTED LAD bumped. On the turn off the back straight UNRESTRICTED LAD eased appearing injured.
-UNRESTRICTED LAD was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 14 days.

### Race 10  G-SIX YOU. ME. 6 WEEKS. (5+ WINS N/P) STAKE  388m  SE

-On the first turn BOTTLED FURY moved down checking TYSON’S A REBEL. There were no further racing incidents to report.

### Race 11  G-SIX ONLY AT THE DOGS (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE  388m  TGSE

-Along the back straight STITCH ‘EM RAGNA ran wide. There were no further racing incidents to report.

### Race 12  G-SIX GAP SA (5+ WINS N/P) STAKE  388m  SE

-LOUD MISSILE was slow to begin. On the turn off the back straight RICKETT’S POINT moved down checking LOUD MISSILE. Entering the home straight LOUD MISSILE and RICKETT’S POINT bumped.

* Published subject to correction upon revision